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INTRODUCTION
The Miracle of Home

The home is a human constant. For thousands of years, people have invested themselves into the creation of places where they can live, work, worship, and raise families. The home is often a reflection of the society that exist around it and is a means of providing shelter and security. The home is a means of providing a sense of refuge and comfort.

With the founding of Logan, to the 1940's banker? These humble monuments to shipped across oceans and continents with greater speed. Architecture became increasingly ornate inside and out. The idea of “collections” seized the... their houses with highly ornamental factory made objects and global artifacts. Styles were lavish and highly decorative.

THE MORE THE MERRIER – VICTORIAN STYLE 1870-1900

Built by a culture always on the move, even the houses themselves reached back to nature. Craftsman homes were to be built from local, natural materials, and would appear to have grown from the landscape as seamlessly as a flower. Outdoor living was introduced through... windows, and metal supports.

Avoid: Glass. Avoid large covered porches and covered patios that are visible from the street. Outdoor living is done in the back of the home in the Tudor style. Avoid incongruent additions that do not match the stylistic details or structure of the original home. Removing original elements such as trim, porches and windows where possible.

A Ranch Style Architecture.

The Craftsman, he helped raise the style... dimensional impact.

SET IN STONE – PIONEER STONE DWELLINGS

Only natural materials such as stone and... are classical, the small pedimented porch roof rests on four delicately turned supports which take their que from the... and plastered stone. This was often...

simplicity reflects the simplicity of living in rural settings. The... proportions are most like the... of their midwestern and northeastern contemporaries, though... and modern technology had been used industry. Looming factories sprung up in every major city in the U.S., and urban populations exploded as immigrants and struggling farmers flooded the cities in search of work. Life was horrific for the laborer. Documents list countless... were looking back toward historical roots for inspiration.

Conclusions
No matter the style of the day, by valuing elements in the home's legacy, retaining contains craftsmanship, and various regional elements, we can provide more meaningful... At the foot of homes, and near to the window sills... Moreover, the Craftsman revival... If the craftsman properties resembled the spontaneous and playful growth of nature. It was not uncommon to see vegetables planted alongside flowers in the front yard. "We need [the garden]...

We need [the garden]... to possess a little corner of that green Eden from... We need [the garden]... is a deep, distinctive longing to possess a little corner of that green Eden from... We need [the garden]... in our nation's residential design for nearly three decades after the turn of the century... Antiques Home. "Ranch Style Architecture." Architecture of the 20th Century. Antique Home. 2010. Web. 1 July 2013

Gustav Stickley (1858-1942) was one such reformer. Designer and furniture... industry. Looming factories sprung up in every major city in the U.S., and urban populations exploded as immigrants and struggling farmers flooded the cities in search of work. Life was horrific for the laborer. Documents list countless... were looking back toward historical roots for inspiration.

In the Bungalow, every detail was... Simplicity reflects on simplicity, and modern technology had been used... Avoid: glass. Avoid large covered porches and covered patios that are visible from the street. Outdoor living is done in the back of the home in the Tudor style. Avoid incongruent additions that do not match the stylistic details or structure of the original home.

REMODELED

Remodeled	

Before: A one bedroom, one bath bungalow. The small pedimented porch roof rests on four delicately turned supports which take their que from the...

After: A one bedroom, one bath bungalow. The small pedimented porch roof rests on four delicately turned supports which take their que from the...
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